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Bonjour / good morning,
I’m happy to be here today and to have an opportunity to talk to you about Jazz’s
business strategy – more specifically our CPA business model – and how it not only
provides Jazz with a stable foundation, but how it provides larger airlines with
significant benefits and opportunities to increase profitability.
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The Disclaimer
CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
•
Certain statements in this presentation may contain forward-looking statements. These forward-looking
statements are identified by the use of terms and phrases such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”,
“estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “predict”, “project”, “will”, “would”, and similar terms and
phrases, including references to assumptions. Such statements may involve but are not limited to
comments with respect to strategies, expectations, planned operations or future actions. Forward-looking
statements, by their nature, are based on assumptions and are subject to important risks and uncertainties.
Any forecasts or forward-looking predictions or statements cannot be relied upon due to, amongst other
things, changing external events and general uncertainties of the business. Such statements involve known
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results, performance or
achievements to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements. Results indicated
in forward-looking statements may differ materially from actual results for a number of reasons, including
without limitation, energy prices, general industry, market and economic conditions, war, terrorist attacks,
changes in demand due to the seasonal nature of the business, the ability to reduce operating costs and
employee counts, employee relations, labour negotiations or disputes, restructuring, pension issues,
currency exchange and interest rates, changes in laws, adverse regulatory developments or proceedings,
pending and future litigation and actions by third parties, as well as the factors identified throughout Air
Canada Jazz’s filings with securities regulators in Canada and in particular those identified in the Risk
Factors section of Jazz Air Income Fund and Jazz Air LP 2006 MD&A dated February 7, 2007. The
forward-looking statements contained herein represent Air Canada Jazz’s expectations as of the date they
are made and are subject to change after such date. However, Air Canada Jazz disclaims any intention or
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise expect as required under applicable laws.
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You will note on the opening slide the usual disclaimers apply in respect to forward
looking statements.
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The Jazz network
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Five years ago Jazz was formed as a result of the merger of the four largest regional
carriers operating in Canada.
Today, Jazz is Canada’s largest regional carrier and one of the largest in the world.
The scope of our network allows us to shift capacity across regions as demand
dictates. We cover North America from St. John’s, NF to San Diego, CA and from
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory to Houston, TX.
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This is Jazz

825 flights each weekday
56 destinations in Canada
29 destinations in the United States
4,000+ employees
Strongest market position in Canada
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We fly 825 flights each weekday to 56 destinations in Canada and to 29 destinations
in the United States. We serve more domestic destinations and have more flights
than any other carrier in the country. With our headquarters in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, we employ over 4000 people and operate a fleet of exclusively Canadianmade Bombardier regional jets and Dash 8 turboprops.
Together with our business partner, Air Canada, we enjoy the strongest market
position in the nation. We are the only airline serving all the top 30 airports in
Canada, flying to all ten provinces and two territories. We are the only scheduled
service provider on many routes and the sole operator of aircraft of 37 seats or more
at 18 Canadian airports.
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Our fleet
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With 135 aircraft, we have the second largest fleet in Canada. We are the only
regional carrier in Canada operating regional jets.
Our simple fleet of regional jets and Dash 8s is well-suited to serve Jazz’s extensive
North American route network and provides Air Canada with lower trip costs and
the ability to better match capacity with demand. With only two cockpit standards,
we achieve significant efficiencies through lower pilot training costs and better crew
deployment. The simplicity also helps lower maintenance and inventory costs.
The Dash 8 turboprops remain an important part of our fleet, and its economics are
hard to beat on routes of 300 miles or less, whereas regional jets give us the ability
to serve longer routes more efficiently.
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The CRJ 705
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Jazz is the first carrier to operate the state-of-the-art Bombardier CRJ705 regional
jet aircraft.
It offers superior comfort including executive class, greater legroom and carry-on
space, and in-seat personal entertainment system.
This aircraft carries 75 passengers, and is configured with 10 executive class seats.
It provides large jet comfort with small jet trip cost economics.
The long range capability and size of the CRJ705 gives Jazz the versatility to
efficiently and economically fly longer routes in addition to high frequency routes.
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Going public

Jazz Air Income Fund indirectly holds all outstanding units of Jazz Air LP
ACE Aviation hold 58.8% of Fund units issued and outstanding
JAZ.UN
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Last year Jazz went public. On February 2nd, 2006, the Jazz Air Income Fund
successfully completed its initial public offering, raising gross proceeds of $250
million.
Subsequent to more recent transactions, ACE Aviation holds 58.8% of the Jazz Air
Income Fund units issued and outstanding. The Fund’s units are trading on the
Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol JAZ.UN.
The Fund is an unincorporated, open-ended trust, established under the laws of the
Province of Ontario.
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The CPA is the core of Jazz’s business

Responsibilities

Provide crews
Air frame maintenance
Some airport operations

Determine routes
Flight schedules
Ticket prices
Product distribution
Seat inventories
Marketing
Advertising
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Jazz is not a typical airline. We operate under a Capacity Purchase Agreement, or
CPA, with Air Canada which significantly reduces our financial and business risks,
and provides a stable foundation for day-to-day operations and future growth.
Under this agreement, Jazz is essentially a contract carrier. We charge for our
services on a unit basis, depending on the costs. Some are charged on a block hour
basis, others by the departure, others by the passenger, etc. The rates are fixed until
December 31, 2008 and represent our projected costs plus an agreed upon markup.
We are responsible for operating flights on behalf of Air Canada, while Air Canada
manages all the commercial aspects of the business such as fare-setting, flight
scheduling, reservations and advertising. Our operating profit essentially is
generated from the markup we apply to our costs. If we outperform our estimated
costs due to efficiencies, etc., we keep 50% of the outperformance and Air Canada
receives 50%; thus both parties have an incentive to work together to reduce costs.
While we derive 99 percent of our revenues from our CPA, other opportunities exist
to generate revenue. In addition to increasing the flying we do for Air Canada, we
may also expand our charter business, our maintenance repair and overhaul work,
and may partner with other carriers to provide air service.
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Performance driven
Jazz’s success is measured based on key performance metrics
Controllable on-time performance
Controllable flight completion
Passengers arriving without bags (PAWOBs)
Customer satisfaction
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Jazz’s success is measured based on key performance metrics that are controllable
by Jazz as they relate to operational performance and customer satisfaction. Under
our CPA with Air Canada, Jazz has the opportunity to increase profitability through
achieving predetermined operational targets.
The CPA includes performance incentives for excellence in four categories:
- Controllable on-time performance
- Controllable flight completion
- Passenger arriving without bags (PAWOBs)
- Customer satisfaction
Performance excellence is at the heart of our business model.
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The Jazz/Air Canada relationship
Jazz fulfills three important roles in Air Canada’s
commercial strategy:
Profitably serves smaller markets
Operates greater flight frequency in high-density mass transit markets
Offers point-to-point service on lower density routes
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Jazz is core to Air Canada’s commercial strategy. We serve local passengers as
well as longer haul connecting passengers. We fulfill three important roles:
First, we enable Air Canada to profitably serve markets that do not have enough
passenger traffic to support Air Canada’s larger aircraft. Such markets have been
the traditional less populated destinations of our regional airline, serving areas like
Sept-Iles in Quebec, Fort St. John in BC or Thunder Bay in Ontario.
Second, our efficient fleet of aircraft enables Air Canada to offer greater flight
frequency in high-density mass transit markets through our smaller size aircraft and
lower costs. For example, off-peak or midday flights in the high volume Toronto –
Montreal – Ottawa triangle.
And finally, Jazz provides Air Canada with the option to offer point-to-point service
on lower density routes, allowing customers to bypass hubs. Examples of this are
our Vancouver – San Diego or Calgary – Houston routes.
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Network optimization
Jazz helps Air Canada optimize its network
Provides lower cost deployment option and high quality service
Offers opportunity to place right aircraft on right route at right time
Facilitates testing and development of new markets at lower risks and costs
Provides 94 percent of Air Canada’s regional capacity
Represents 36 percent of Air Canada’s overall domestic capacity
Represents 30 percent of Air Canada’s overall transborder capacity
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In short, Jazz helps Air Canada optimize its network by providing Air Canada with
the ability to effectively match capacity with demand.
Our expertise and knowledge of regional aircraft operations enable Jazz to offer
mainline carriers with a lower cost deployment option together with high quality
service and, most of all, the opportunity to place the right sized aircraft with the
right economies, on the right route, at the right time.
Our business model and cost structure are well-suited to facilitate the testing and
development of new markets at lower risks and costs, as well as replacing mainline
service on routes where increased frequency with small equipment is required while
retaining high standards. The Calgary-Houston route is good example. Sometime
ago, Air Canada operated this route with an Airbus 319 aircraft which was too large
for market demand. In order to adequately serve the oil industry market, the route
needed more frequent flights with smaller aircraft. In 2005, Jazz began to operate
this route more efficiently and economically with the 75-seat CRJ705, while
continuing to offer passengers the superior comfort of executive class and in-seat
personal entertainment system.
Currently, we provide 94 percent of Air Canada’s regional capacity. We represent
36 percent of Air Canada’s overall domestic capacity and about 30 percent of its
overall transborder capacity.
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Four Fundamentals for Success

Focused on four fundamentals in 2006

1
Ensure safety
and compliance

2
Operate reliably,
providing excellent
customer service

3
Operate cost
effectively and
efficiently

4
Enable and
engage our
employees
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During our first year as a public entity, we centered our efforts on the four
fundamentals of our business to maximize our success under the CPA. These
fundamentals are to ensure a safe, reliable, efficient operation and excellence in
customer service while exercising cost control and engaging our employees.
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Fundamentals for Success – Safety

1

Safety without compromise

IATA Operational Safety Audit Registration granted (IOSA)
iSMS Phase II completed
iSMS Phase III underway
Expanding safety culture to all activities
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Safety, without compromise, is our top priority. It is at the core of everything we
do. Our commitment to safety was recognized when the International Air Transport
Association, or IATA, Operational Safety Audit Registration was granted to Jazz in
February of this year. This registration is significant because it certifies that our
safety standards are met and are held to a high, internationally recognized standard.
We continuously seek means to further improve our safety reporting and our
practices. Through the Integrated Safety Management System, or iSMS, we are
adding another level of safety at Jazz that involves every employee and offers
greater opportunities to engage in our enhanced safety culture.
iSMS is a proactive approach to safety which provides for goal setting, planning,
identifying standard procedures and measuring performance. iSMS looks beyond
operating safely and applies to all activities on a daily basis. Its implementation is
well underway and on track at Jazz.
We are very proud of our safety record. We will continue to invest in our training
programs, our systems and processes, and very importantly, our people.
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Fundamentals for Success – Performance

2

On-Time Performance

Jazz

(Arrivals within 15 minutes of scheduled arrival)

Average

83.0

90.0
83.7

78.4

Q1

86.0

85.0
79.6

Q2

Q3

79.0

Q4

2005

90.0
83.3
78.0

Q1

84.0
76.7

73.4

Q3

Q2

81.0
72.4

Q4

2006

1 Source for data on selected United States regional airlines is the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. The following
carriers were selected for this comparison: American Eagle Airlines Inc., Atlantic Southeast Airlines, Comair Inc.,
Expressjet Airlines Inc., and Skywest Airlines Inc., all of which operate for United States network carriers.
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Jazz’s operating performance was very good this past year. Our on-time
performance consistently outperformed that of comparable US regional carriers. In
each quarter of 2006, our on-time performance averaged 9.4 percentage points
higher than the comparable group.
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Fundamentals for Success – Performance

2

Incentive dollars attained

Actual

(amounts in millions)

Potential
$20.5

$13.5 (66%)

2006
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We earned $13.5 million in performance incentives under our CPA. The actions of
our employees are aligned with the interests of our unitholders, through an
employee incentive program, called Jazz Ensemble, which rewards employees for
the same performance measures outlined in the CPA. Last year, each eligible
employee earned an additional $1,200 for achieving these operational and customer
satisfaction measures.
Improving operational reliability and enhancing the flight experience for our
customers is important. We’ve installed inflight entertainment systems on all our
CRJ 705 series regional jets, and improved baggage handling processes to reduce
luggage claims. We continue to build redundancies in many core functions,
including communications, and information services infrastructure to strengthen our
business.
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Fundamentals for Success – Operate Effectively

3

Unprecedented growth in 2006

+ 63 regional jets in 19 months
700 new employees
200,000 hours of training
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We experienced unprecedented growth in 2006. We completed our fleet plan two
months ahead of schedule and had our fleet of 135 aircraft fully operational by July.
In a 19-month period, we added 63 regional jets. A tremendous amount of work
was done to support this growth and to ensure it happened safely.
We hired over 700 people including 128 flight attendants, 149 maintenance
engineers and 168 pilots. Training was at an all time high in 2006. We invested
over 200,000 hours in over 1400 technical, non-technical and developmental
programs just to keep pace with the expansion of our operation.
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Fundamentals for Success – Operate Effectively

3

Capacity increased 51% over 2005
5,285,671

Available Seat Miles

3,504,032

2,662,256

2004

2005

2006
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To place this into context, we grew our available seat miles by close to 51 percent
over 2005. Flight departures increased by 23 percent and the hours we flew, called
block hours, increased by 27 percent. Yet, our workforce grew by less than 15
percent. In fact, the available seat mile ratio per employee improved by more than
30 percent compared to 2005.
We consistently experienced high passenger load factors throughout 2006 and
achieved a record load factor of 72.2 percent for the year. We added eight
destinations to our route network and carried 8.7 million passengers.
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Fundamentals for Success – Operate Effectively

3

Costs reduced 11.5% over 2005
Total cost per
Available Seat Mile

0.26

0.25

0.23

20041

2005

2006

1 Pro Forma CASM; Giving effect to the CCAA adjustments as if Jazz has emerged from the CCAA protection as
of January 1, 2004 and to the terms of the CPA as if such agreement was in effect for the periods presented.
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We exercised good cost control and reduced our costs per available seat mile by
11.5 percent. Crew utilization improved significantly. For pilots, utilization grew
by 20 percent, and by almost 8 percent for flight attendants.
In 2006, we outperformed our controllable operating margin, earning 14.77 percent
compared to our target of 14.09 percent. Our ability to outperform was driven by
our focus on controlling costs, improving productivity and operating more
efficiently.
Of course, this success would not have been achieved without the hard work of our
employees. Enabling and engaging our employees is a constant area of attention.
Our operational and financial performance is dependent upon their actions and
attitudes. We care about their well-being and endeavor to be responsive to their
needs.
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Fundamentals for Success – Employees

4

Employee engagement is a corporate priority

Employee education programs
Jazz Ensemble
Employee profit sharing = $10.1 million
Employee Unit Purchase Program
Aligning employee and unitholder interests
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Therefore, employee engagement is a corporate priority. Each year we participate in a national
employee engagement survey conducted by an independent third party. The survey results help us to
focus our attention on key drivers such as improving the tools our people need to work more
efficiently, to enhance our people practices and to foster better communication.
Corporate values and the CPA are at the core of our employee education programs and our internal
communications. We recognize that our employees need to be personally engaged in our day-to-day
operations. The Jazz Ensemble program I mentioned earlier sharpens this focus.
In addition to this, we have an employee profit sharing program that enables employees to share in
our financial success. In 2006, employees earned a total of $10.1 million under the combined profit
sharing and Jazz Ensemble programs.
We believe that sharing the success of the company with our employees is fundamental.
Emphasizing the correlation between their actions and how the CPA works is key to our success.
We encourage Jazz employees to take ownership in the company. This way, there is a tangible
personal stake involved. Through our employee unit purchase program, employees can benefit from
personal savings and matching employer contributions. Over a quarter of our people participate in
this program and that number continues to grow.
Innovation and using best demonstrated practices go a long way in an organization like ours. We
offer a range of programs and venues for employees to submit or express ideas that will improve
performance and increase efficiency.
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Financial Performance

Jazz 2006 financial results
(amounts in millions)
2006

2005

Change

$1,381

$1,023

+ 35%

Incentives

13.5

12.8

+ 5.5%

Operating Expenses

1,240

896

+38.4%

Operating Income

143.8

129.5

+11.1%

140

118

+18.8%

$122.9

N/A

–

Operating Revenue Performance

Net Income
Distributable Cash

New CPA with Air Canada effective January 1, 2006
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I’d now like to touch on our financial results for the year ended December 31, 2006,
and would like to mention that we are operating under a new CPA with Air Canada
that became effective on January 1, 2006.
This was a very positive year as we reported operating revenue of $1.3 billion
versus $1 billion in 2005, representing an increase of 35%.
Operating expenses increased by 38.4%.
We also reported an operating income of $143.8 million, an improvement of 11.1%
over 2005.
Net income for 2006 was $140 million compared to $117.9 million, an
improvement of 18.8%.
It is important to note that Jazz Air LP, in our first year as a public entity, by
recording annual distributable cash of $122.9 million has exceeded the target level
of planned annual distributions of $107.5 million.
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2007 Goals

Building upon strong results

Airplane photo: Niels Koehncke

Over achieve the new cash distribution commitment
Continue to outperform the CPA margin of 14.09%
Maximize incentive revenues
Focus on four fundamentals
Identify opportunities to grow
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In 2007, we continue to build upon the strong results achieved in our first year as a
public entity and will continue to invest in our people and our business.
We will provide strong operational performance and high levels of customer
satisfaction to maximize incentive revenues. We will invest in technology and
process improvements for better efficiency, and identify and pursue opportunities to
diversify and grow our business.
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Thank you

I have every confidence the best is yet to come for Jazz and all those who depend on
our performance. We are well positioned to capitalize on our leadership and
expertise. Our talented and motivated employees are aligned with the core tenets of
our CPA, and they demonstrate on a daily basis their commitment to safety and
continuous improvement.
Thank you.
I’m pleased to respond to your questions.
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